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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The final objective when designing a power electronic converter could be to 
minimize its power-to-weight ratio (or power-to-volume, power-to-height, power
to-dollars, etc ... ) That is to say, the analysis of the electric behaviour of the 
converter is just one among many aspects of the global design process. In fact, an 
optimal design imposes constraints on the passive components like transformers, 
inductors and capacitors, since tradeoffs must be adopted between the electrical, 
mechanical and thermal specifications of the application. 

At each iteration of the global optimization process, the analysis of the 
steady-state operation for a given set of electric circuit components is a crucial 
tool to improve the design. So, the accelerated determination of the steady
state characteristics is imperative for shortening the time consumption of the 
optimization rounds. 

Conventionally, the design of any circuit with respect to its steady-state elec
tric characteristics has been based on analytic equations, which are normally 
derived from simplified assumptions. However, many simplifications that are 
usually introduced to avoid unmanageable analytic equations (such as neglige
able influence of parasitic impedances or the assumption of high quality factor 
for resonant tanks) play an essential role when trying to minimize the compo
nents of certain converter families. Therefore, in case of more evolved topologies, 
some kind of simulation tool should be used for computing the accurate and re
alistic steady-state characteristics during the design procedure. 

General-purpose simulation programs are available to assist the analysis of 
power electronic circuits. As a rule, the steady-state waveforms are obtained by 
first simulating the transient response of the system, which is, with respect to 
an iterative optimization procedure, very unpractical and inefficient in terms of 
computation time. Therefore, to formulate the global converter design in terms 
of optimization, it is important to associate a specific method for the direct and 
fast computation of the steady-state solution. 

In this report, an effective steady-state search method is presented for piece
wise linear cyclically-switched networks, using a sampled-data state-space mod
eling formulation. The obvious motivation for choosing this class of networks is 
that it describes the majority of the power electronic converters. 

The proposed steady-state search algorithm is based on the classic Newton's 
method, the related sensitivity matrices (Jacobians) being accurately deter
mined by means of an analytical approach. This analytical basis improves the 

1 
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search efficiency since the algorithm becomes insensitive to numerical problems 
such as truncation and round-off errors in the calculation of finite difference 
gradients, and no extra simulations are required to determine the sensitivity 
coefficients. Numerical values for the sensitivity matrices are obtained from a 
regular one-period time-domain step-by-step simulation, starting from an ini
tial set of state variables. As it will be shown in the next sections, the method 
requires just a few search cycles (about 10 Or less) to reach the steady-steady 
characteristics that otherwise would be reached only after simulating about hun
dred sequential switching periods of transient response. 

For the purpose of performing time-marching simulations, a relatively uncon
ventional approach is proposed: the converter is modeled as a constant structure 
system and the semiconductors are described by time-variant voltage and cur
rent sources. An explicit integration method, which requires low computation 
effort and always assures numerical stability, is then applied to calculate the 
evolution of the state variables and the switching state within one switching pe
riod. The algorithm as presented in this report is able to recognize the sequence 
of modes of operation, which allows computing correctly the system sensitivity 
with respect to both state and time. 

Worked examples are included in order to clarify the methodology. What is 
more, a few design optimization cases are also detailed in MATLAB to illustrate 
the effectiveness of the introduced ideas. 



Chapter 2 

Running around 

2.1 Benchmark converter 

Throughout this report, examples are given using the converter shown in Fig. 2.1. 
It is a variant, without inductive output filter, of the well-known full-bridge 
series-resonant parallel-loaded converter, being capable of both step-up and 
step-down operation [3]. In particular, this converter illustrates the difficulty 
of undertaking circuit analysis, design and optimization of resonant technology. 
Although the circuit structure seems quite simple, the steady-state analysis and 
design techniques available in the literature (based on fundamental frequency 
approximation) are not suited to catch the converter's behaviour [5]. Determi
nation of the steady-state operating conditions such as voltage conversion ratio 
and component rating requires time-domain simulation of the circuit equations 
using numerical methods. 

In view of the status of the switches (on or off), it is straightforward to rec
ognize the possible modes of operation for the circuit in Fig. 2.1 (or of any other 
power electronic circuit in general). By keeping the same polarity convention 
for the state variables (capacitor voltages and inductor currents), 6 modes are 
readily identified, as shown in Fig. 2.2. 

The converter in Fig. 2.1 is intended to be operated at 50% (constant) tran
sistor duty-ratio. This allows describing the system by compact state-space 
equations on the basis of an augmented state vector, x(t), which also includes 
the dynamics of the input voltage, that is, 

(2.1) 

where T denotes vector transposition. The switched topologies in Fig. 2.2 can 
be then addressed by linear time-invariant equations of the form 

dx(t) _ A ( ) 
dt - mxt, mE{l .. ·M}, 

one for each of the M = 6 switch configurations, with 

[ 

l/C~ 
l/Cp 

o 

3 

(2.2) 
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+ + 
?lCo 

c. 

Figure 2.1: Full-bridge senes-resonant parallel-loaded converter with capacitive 
output buffer. 
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[ 
0 -l/Lr 0 -'1'01 l/Gr 0 0 
0 0 -l/RoGo o ' 
0 0 0 0 

A3 [ 
a -l/Lr 0 

-'IL~ I l/Gp -l/RoGp 0 
-l/Gp a -l/RoGp 

a a a 

[ 
a -l/Lr a 

'IL~ I l/Gp -l/RoGp a 
-l/Gp a -l/RoGp 

a a 0 

As [ 
0 -l/Lr a 'IL!] l/Gr a 0 
0 a -l/RoGo 
a 0 a 

A6 = [ 
a -l/Lr 0 'IL; 1 l/Gp -l/RoGp a 

l/Gp 0 -l/RoGp a ' 
a 0 a a 

where Gp = Gr + Go. To keep things simple, the input voltage, Ud(t), has been 
modelled as a determining variable that changes only by steps at the beginning 
of a switching period (or remains constant in course of time). As explained in 
Appendix A, a less conventional approach has been followed for the definitions 
of the state variables. 

The state x(t) is continuous across each change in switch configuration, i.e., 
t.he final state in one switched topology will be the initial state in the next. 
Accordingly, another essential piece of information that has to be defined is the 
set of indicators to be monitored in order to determine the moment of leaving 
one configuration, and which other switched topology will follow. In general, 
there will be, say, L threshold conditions for a cyclically-switched converter 1 

yielding relationships such as 

Ill(X(tk),T"t) = 0, IE {l,···,L}, (2.3) 

where the constraints depend on the determining variables (the switching period 
T, in our case) and the initial value of the state variables. 

Normally, a simple visual inspection is enough to recognize the threshold 
conditions between operating modes. To be more specific, Fig. 2.3 shows a flow 
graph (a so-called Petri net), that puts the possible transitions between the 
different modes in Fig. 2.2 into perspective. For instance, if the current entering 
the diode rectifier bridge is positive, that is, if 

Go . () Gr ( ) 
iD = G G 'Lr t + R (G G ) UCr t > a , 

r+o 'or+o 

which means operation in Mode 1 (or Mode 6), a transition to Mode 2 (or Mode 
5) will occur as soon as iD = a. After that, the rectifier will start conducting 
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U4,US U4,aS U4,US 

U4,US U4,US U4,Us 

Figure 2.3: Flow graph showing the possible links between the modes of operation 
as given in Fig. 2.2 . 

again when 

uc,(t) + uco(t) < 0 or uc,(t) - uco(t) > 0 , 

et.c .. So, the graph links in Fig. 2.3, which characterize event detection, can be 
described by 

al II x(t) = 0, 

a2 l2X(t) = 0, 

a3 = l3X(t) = 0, (2.4) 

a4 (t - tk) - T,/2 = 0, 

as (t - td - T, = 0 , 

where tk denotes the time instant at which a switching period of duration Ts 
starts and 

[Co/Cp 0 Cel RoCp 0], 

[0110], 

[0 1 -1 0]. 

(2.5) 

It should be emphasized that,for the time being, no attempt is done to 
discover which cyclic sequence of topologies is going to take place during steady
state operation (as shown in a later section, this will be done automatically). 

Summarizing, in order to proceed further with the design algorithm that will 
be described in the next sections the input information which has to be provided 
"by hand" is the system matrices related to the possible modes of operation and 
the constraint equations linking the modes, as described above. All the other 
st.eps to follow can be accomplished systematically. 
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2.2 Chain of disjoint topologies 

Suppose the converter in Fig. 2.1 is being operated at constant switching period, 
T,. During the k-th cycle, extending from time instant t = tk to time t = tk+l, 
with tk = kTs , k = 0,1,'" , a sequence of, say, Nk topologies can occur, 
depending on the initial value of the state vector. As a consequence, the state 
vector is governed by a succession of differential equations 

dx(t) _ A. () 
dt - t X t , (2.6) 

where the index i runs from 1 to Nkl and every Ai is equal to one of the possible 
system matrices Am, with mE {1,···, M} as given in (2.2). 

The transition times between topologies, Ti,k in (2.6), are referred to the 
beginning of the switching cycle, which means TO,k = 0 and TN"k = tk+1 - tk = 
Ts. Aiming at a compact notation, the transition times are then grouped as a 
vector 1 yielding 

Tk = [TI,k T2,k ... TN"k IT. (2.7) 

At each switching cycle, a constraint vector, 

[ 
~~::~:::ll 
CN"~(" .) 

= 0, (2.8) 

relates the transition times in Tk to the determining variables (T, in our case) 
and the initial value of the state variables. In (2.8), every threshold Ci,k(X(tk), Tk), 
i = 1,···,Nk , corresponds to one of the possible graph links ai, with 1 E 
{I"", L} as in (2.3), and 0 denotes a vector with all elements equal to zero. 

In order to visualize (2.6-2.8), different sequences of topologies within one 
switching period are put into perspective in Fig. 2.4, the waveforms being related 
to the converter in Fig. 2.1 at different switching frequencies j, = liT,. By 
assuming tk at the origin in each picture, a closer look reveals the topology 
sequences as shown in Fig. 2.5, where 

• Fig. 2.5(a): j, = 70.5kHz; Nk = 6; 
X(tk) = [ -0.6 31.4 56.0 40.0 IT; 
Tk = T,[ 0.104 0.378 0.500 0.604 0.868 1.0 IT; 
AI,k = A2 ; A 2,k = A3 ; A 3,k = A2 ; A 4,k = A5 ; A 5,k = A6 ; A 6,k = A5 ; 

Cl,k = a2 ; C2,k = at ; C3,k = a4 ; C4,k = a3 ; C5,k = al ; C6,k = a5 ; 

• Fig. 2.5(b): j, = 193.8kHz; Nk = 6; 
x(t.) = [3.9 57.6 57.6 40.0 IT; 
Tk = T,[ 0.170 0.478 0.500 0.670 0.978 1.0 IT; 
AI,k = Al ; A 2 ,k = A2 ; A 3 ,k = A3 ; A 4 .k = A4; A 5 ,k = A5 ; A 6 ,k = A6 ; 

Cl,k = al ; C2,k = a2 j C3,k = a4 j C4,k = at ; C5,k = a3 ; C5,k = as ; 

• Fig. 2.5(c): j, = 246.7kHz; Nk = 6; 
x(t.) = [2.8 19.7 29.2 40.0 IT; 
Tk = T,[ 0.035 0.215 0.500 0.535 0.715 1.0 r; 
A l ,k = A2 j A 2 ,k = Al ; A 3 ,k = A2 ; A 4 ,k = As ; A 5 ,k = A4 ; A 6 ,k = A5 ; 

Cl,k = a3 j C2,k = at ; C3,k = a4 j C4,k = a2 ; CS,k = al ; C6,k = a5 ; 
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(a) j, = 70.5kHz 

l:~-44±H 
~ ., u u u u U U M U , 

!E?! !j 
• ., u u u u u U u u , 

5e~ . . . 

~: 
~ • ., u u U U U U U U , 

"" 
(b) j, = 193.8kHz 

t5S:Jd?3 
• ., u u u U u U u u , 

J .. oS .. " .. 211 
~ltfSZ?SJ 

".~---:.C;,---::: •. ,'--~ •. '-, --0 •. 7, --:.';-.,-"C.C;.--.;c,,--~ •.• ;;-~.::-, -~, 
"" 

(e) j, = 246.7kHz 

tFS~ 
• ~ u u u u U u u u , 

!1 .• S ,i?1 
• ., u u u u U U M U , 

'" 

~'" 
".~--;.,;-.,-"C.;;,:--.;c,,--~ ... -;-~.,;-, --:.,;-.-"C.;;,--.;c;.:-~ •. ,;;--:, 

"" 

8 

Figure 2.4: Typical waveforms for the converter in Fig. 2.1 at different switching 
frequencies. Notice the expanded scale for UCo as compared to UCr. Simulat1·on 
results from MATLAB, as provided by StepBYStep.m (to be seen in Sec. 5.1.3). 
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(a) Mode sequence: 2,3,2,5,6,5,2, .. 

"1 

(b) Mode sequence: 1,2,3,4,5,6,1, .. 

(e) Mode sequence: 2,1,2,5,4,5,2, .. 

Figure 2.5: Flow graphs representing the waveforms in Fig. 2.4 . 
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As already said, the final state in one switched topology is the initial state 
for the next. By integrating (2.6) over the interval from tk to tk+1 (as it will 
be detailed in Chapter 3), an exact non-linear sampled-data description of the 
form 

(2.9) 

can be obtained, the transition times from one circuit topology to the other 
being determined by the threshold conditions in (2.8). 

Once the sequence of topologies for the switching period is known, it is then 
possible to accelerate the search for the steady-state cyclic sequence, by jumping 
to another convenient set of initial values for the state vector. This is the subjec:t 
of the next chapter. 



Chapter 3 

Shooting 

3.1 Focusing on the target 

The cyclic steady-state operation of (2.8) and (2.9) is characterized by 

Nk- 1 = Nk = Nk+l = ... 

X(tk_,) = X(tk) = X(tk+,) = ... 

T k- 1 = Tk = Tk+l = ... 

In this context, the reference time origin can be chosen at the beginning of a 
switching period without loss of generality, that is tk == 0, and the subscripts 
k are not essential any more. Consequently, in view of (2.8) and (2.9), the 
stationary solutions x* and T* satisfy simultaneously 

f(x', T') - x' = 0, 

c(x', T') = o. 
(3.1) 

(3.2) 

Assume now a series of initial values for the state vector 1 say, xl' with 'Y = 
0,1,"', these values being generated by some kind of iterative algorithm for the 
purpose of reaching the value of x* ,1 Each x"Y, together with its corresponding 
transition time vector T~, satisfy (3.2), but do not satisfy (3.1), that is, 

R(x~, T~) 

c(x~,T~) 

f(x~, T~) - x~ of 0, 

O. 
(3.3) 

(3.4) 

Considering the steady-state solution, x* and T* J a first order approximation 
for R(x*, T*) around x')' and TI' is found to be, after carrying out Taylor linear 
expansion in (3.1) , 

R(x', T') '" R(x~, TO) + [af/ax - I] [x' - x~] + 
+ [af/aT] [T' - T~], (3.5) 

where I represents the matrix identity. The symbol af/ax (a so-called Jacobian 
matrix) just represents the rate of change of the vector function f(x, T) with 

1 Notice that the indices I denote iteration number, while subscripts k represent sequence 
in time. 

11 
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respect to its first argument, etc.. (see Appendix B), the partial derivatives 
being evaluated at x' ,T'. Further, in view of (3.1), (3.2) and (3.4), 

R(x', T') = 0 and lac/ax] [x' - x'] + lac/aT] [T' - T'] = 0 , 

which results, after substitution into (3.5), 

R(x', T') + [J (x', T')] [x' - x'] '" 0 (3.6) 

with 

J (x', P) = [ar/ax]- [ar/aTI [ac/aT]-l [ac/ax]- I, (3.7) 

again with the Jacobians being evaluated at x' ,T'. 
According to Newton's method (as sketched in Appendix B), the best next 

shoot from x"Y to reach x' will be, by considering (3.6), 

X H1 = x"Y - [J (x"Y, T"Y)rl R(x"Y, T"Y). (3.8) 

It is important to emphasize that the sequence of switched topologies in the 
next round will be not necessarily the same as in the previous one, that is, in 
general N"Y+l oF N"Y. 

3.2 Cooking the Jacobians 

At each iteration in (3.8), numerical values for the Jacobians in (3.7) have to be 
determined from the values of x" and T', based on the union of N' topologies. 

To avoid clumsy notation, the superscript 'Y is dropped in the following 
derivations. Also, to emphasize more sharply that we focus on the state vector 
at the beginning, x(O), and at the end of a switching period, X(TN) = r(x(O), T), 
(3.7) is rewritten as 

It has already been shown in [61 that the Jacobians in (3.9) can be found 
analytically. In this section we will just reproduce the basic equations without 
theoretical derivations. However) practical tips to implement the equations 
recursively in MATLAB are given, with the converter in Fig. 2.1 as reference. 

According to [6], the recursive equations to obtain the Jacobians are as 
follows. To start with, the ordered sequence of N system matrices 

describing the switched topologies within the switching period under consider
ation has to be known. Then, from the numerical values of 

x(O) , x(TrJ , ... , X(TN) and T1 , T2 , ... TN, 

which are provided by numerical integration (to be seen in Chapter 4), One has 
to calculate first 

~i = expm{Ai(Ti -Ti_1 )}, i= 1,···,N, (3.10) 
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where 'expm{-}' denotes matrix exponential (a built-in function in MATLAB). 

After that follows 

ax (TN) 
ax(O) = <PN<PN_' ... <P,. (3.11) 

Further, the i-th column of [ax(TN)/aT] is given by 

1 
<PN <PN_' ... <PH' [-AH' + Ad X(Ti), 

ax (TN ) _ 1 :0; i < N ; 
aTi -

Ai x(Ti) , i = N ; 

(3.12) 

and the i-th row of [ac/ax(O)] is found to be 

8Ci 8Ci 
ax(O) = ax(Ti) <Pi <Pi_' ... <P" 1:0; i :0; N . (3.13) 

The last matrix, lac/aT], is a lower-triangular one, whose elements are calcu
lated as 

acdaTi + [ac;fax(Ti)]Ai X(Ti), 
1 :S i :S N, j = i j 

ac;faTj + [ac;fax(Ti)]<Pi <Pi_' ... <PJ+' . (3.14) 
. [-AJ+' + Aj ]x(Tj ) , 2:0; i:O; N, 1:0; j < i; 

0, 1:0; i < N, j > i. 

Since the threshold conditions, Ci, can be normally formulated as functions 
of the state vector and the switching period, e.g. the equations in (2.4), it is 
straightforward to find he partial derivatives ac;fax(Ti) and ac;faTj in (3.13) 
and (3.14). For instance, considering the situation in Fig. 2.3(a), 

ac, ac,. 
", = C,x(T,) ~ ax(TrJ = C, and aT

j 
= 0, J = 1·· ·6; 

Oc, 
c, = T, - T,/2 ~ ax(T,) = ° ac, ac, . 

and aT, = 1 , aTj = 0, J oF 3. 

3.3 Finishing touch 

Formally, a matrix inversion is necessary in (3.8) to provide values for the next 
iteration round, that is, 

(3.15) 

with, to keep the notation short, J' == J(x', T') and R' == R(x', T'). In 
practice, it is not necessary to invert JI'. Instead, define ~X' = X1'+l - x'Y. 
Then 

p ~x' = -R' (3.16) 

is solved by, for instance, LV factorization (also a standard function in MAT
LAB), and the new xl'+l is obtained from 

Xl'+l = xl' + .6.x'Y. (3.17) 
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To avoid numerical instabilities, it is advantageous to disregard the elements 
of R' which are already close enough to zero. For instance, the element [R ']i 
relat.ed to [6.x']i, for which holds 

II [R']i II 
1 + II [X']i II < ," a small number, (3.18) 

does not contribute significantly to the increment in X'Y+l. Hence, reduced 
vectors and matrices can be used in (3.16), say 

In 6.x" = _Rn , (3.19) 

by removing [R']; and the corresponding [6.x']; from the original vectors. This 
also means that the column in J' that is multiplied by [6.x']i can be eliminated, 
together with the row leading to [R1]i (see Appendix D for more details). 

The iterations in (3.15) should be stopped when the average energy in one 
or more of the energy buffers in the converter reaches a arbitrarily stable level. 
For instance, when 

(3.20) 

where E could be given by 

E = ;, foT. uz;'o (t) dt . (3.21) 

in the case of the circuit of Fig. 2.1. 

3.4 When beating fails 

The steady-state search as presented in Section 3.1 belongs to the category of 
the so-called unconstrained minimization methods. Otherwise stated, no bounds 
have been placed around the value of X1+1, on the basis of the previous x'. This 
approach has been tested with success at a broader class of resonant converters 
(LC, LLC, LCC, Class E), with the initial iteration value always starting from 
rcst, that is, x O = O. Nevertheless, during the test simulations, only realistic 
values have been used for the circuit components. Hence, a piece of advise to 
avoid divergence: it is wise to retain some engineering feeling when choosing 
the circuit parameters. This will be an essential issue in Chapter 5. 

Another important point is the value of • in (3.18) and (3.20). Too small 
values can lead to limit cycles around the steady-state solution, yielding unneces
sary iteration rounds. For the cases considered further in this report, 'I = 10-4 

for (3.18) and '2 = 5.10-3 for (3.20) provided acceptable results. 



Chapter 4 

Event-driven marching 

Starting from a set of values for the state variables, it is necessary to feel the 
circuit's way over oue switching period, in order to calculate the jumps towards 
the steady state solution, as described in the previous chapter. For this purpose, 
the circuit has to be simulated in detail by means of some numerical integration 
method. As integration proceeds, one has to monitor the threshold conditions to 
determine and to register the duration of the subintervals on which the network 
topology remains the same. Also, the order of appearance of the modes of 
operation has to be recorded as well. 

Many ways to perform time-stepping simulation of power electronic circuits 
are known. It goes without saying that a straithforward implementation of 
(2.6) and (2.8) is always possible (see Appendix E). However, to exemplify 
other approaches, an alternative method will be adopted in this chapter, which 
draws on some ideas in [4J. It is just one among all the possibilities, simplicity 
and simulation speed being the criteria for our choice. The algorithm provides 
results that are reasonably accurate for design optimization purposes and it is 
very well suited to be implemented in MATLAB. 

4.1 Constant structure 

As a rule, power electronic circuits present variable network topologies. How
ever, in spite of the different modes of operation, one can keep the same system 
dynamic structure for time-stepping simulation purposes if the semiconductor 
switches are modelled by ideal time-variant voltage or current sources (zero 
output current in blocking state; zero output voltage in conducting state) . At 
each step of integration, the switch voltage (in the blocking state) and the switch 
current (in the conducting state) can be calculated by algebraic equations, as a 
combination of the state variables. By this way, one can keep the same differen
tial equations with constant coefficients, which requires low computation effort 
t.o be solved by means of st.andard time-stepping integration routines. 

To illustrate this approach, Fig. 4.1 puts new variable definitions into per
spective, while Fig. 4.2 shows the diodes as controlled sources. 

The simulation time will be denoted further by T, where 0 S; T S; T,. On 
account of symmetry, it is reasonable to assume in Fig. 4.1 that UD3 = UD2, 

15 
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L, 

+ u, + 

+ 
UV4 

Figure 4.1: Variable definitions for time-marching simulation. 

16 

UD4 = UDl, iD3 = iD2 and iD4 = iDl. Then, on the basis of the state vector 

(4.1) 

and the input vector 

U,;m{T) = [U;(T) iD1{T) iD2(T) JT (4.2) 

where, in view of operation with constant duty-cycle, Ui (T) = -Ud for 0 ~ T < 
T,/2 and U;{T) = +Ud for T,/2 < T :s T" a state-space model for simulation 
purposes is found to be 

dX,im(T) ( ( ) 
---''7'-"-'- = Asim Xsim r) + Bsirn Usim T ) 

dT 

where 

Asim 

Bsim = 

-l/Lr 

o 
o 
o 

-l/Gr 
l/Go 

-l/~oGo ] 

l/~r ] . 
l/Go 

The switch voltages and currents can be derived from 

[ ~;:1;} 1 = V'im X,;m(T) = 
iD2 (T) 

[ 
~ ~O;} ~:~ 1 [ ~~:~~) ] 
v, 0 v, ( ) 

UGo T 
V3 0 V4 

(4.3) 

( 4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

where the coefficients VI, ... ,V4 in Vsim should be updated according to Table I, 
depending on the switching state. 

By considering now a small time step h on which the input variables can 
be reasonably approximated as constant (for instance h = T,/250, allowing for 
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u=D 
iLr + iDl 

Lc 

i::::O i :::: 0 

+ + + Ui 

UC c tico 
Cc 

Co R< 

+ iD4 

u=D 

(a) Mode 1 (u; < 0) 0' Mode 4 (u; > 0) 

uD! 

hr + i::::O 

Lc 

iD2 iD3 

+ + + + Ui 

uCc 
u=D 

+ tiCo 
Cc 

Co Ro 

I + - i;::::O 

UD' 

(b) Mode 3 (Ui < 0) 0' Mode 6 (Ui > 0) 

UDI 

iLr + i:::::O 

Lc 

i:;::;O i:;::O 

+ + + Ui 

UC c UCo 
Cc 

Co Ro 

(e) Mode 2 (Ui < 0) or Mode 5 (Ui > 0) 

Figure 4.2: Diodes as voltage or current sources, depending on the mode of 
operation. 
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TABLE 1: Switching state 

State v, V2 V3 V4 

Dl off & D2 off 0 0 0 0 

Dl on & D2 off 
Co Cr 0 0 

(Co + Cr) Ro(Co +Cr) 
Co Cr Dl off & D2 on 0 0 

(Co +Cr) Ro(Co +Cr) 

U,im(r + h) '" U,im(r)), the analytical solution of (4.3) is given by, according 
to Appendix C, 

(n+1) 'r (n) g (n) 
xsim = .Tsim xsim + sim u sim , 

with x~7Jt = Xsim(n h), etc .. , for n = 0, 1, 2",' Ts/h and 

Fsim ::::: expm {Asim It}, 
Ysim ::::: Ari~ (Fsim - I)Bsim . 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(by the way, when A'im is singular, the trick in Appendix C should be used 
to calculate {l8im)' Hence, once the value of h has been assessed, Fsim and 
9sim remain with constant coefficients, allowing for recursive time-marching 
with (4.7) on the basis of matrix multiplications only. This is the big advantage 
of using ideal sources to represent the diodes. 

4.2 Procedure for feeling about 

ConSidering now the converter in Fig. 4.1, an algorithm that performs time
stepping simulation over one switching period and, at the same time, that is 
able to register the system's history, would be: 

1. Chose h and build F'im and g,im as given in (4.8-4.9). 

2. Reset the arrays intended to register the switching history, which should 
be: an array for the sequential appearance of the modes, an array for the 
state values at the beginning of each mode and an array recording the 
duration of the modes (transition sequence). Say, 
ModeSequence = [ ], 
StateSequence = [], 
TransitSequence = []. 
That is, these arrays are made empty. 

3. Get values for the initial state, X~~~, and for the initial input voltage 
u~O) = -Ud (default). 

4. Identify and register initial network topology (ModeRunning): 

(a) u(O) = 0 5(_u(O) + u(O)) u(O) - 0 5(u(O) + u(O)). 
Dl . Cr Co' D2 -. Cr Co ' 
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(b) if u~l > 0 & u~l > 0 then Dl offj D2 off and 
set ModeRunning = 2, 

if u~l > 0 & u~l = 0 then D1 offjD2 on and 
set ModeRunning = 3, 

if u~l = 0 & u~l > 0 then D1 onjD2 off and 
set ModeRunning = 1; 

(c) build V;~~ according to Table 1; 

(d) upgrade ModeSequence = [ModeSequence, ModeRunning]. 

5. Get initial input vector: 

(a) 

(b) 

(0) _ (0) (0). 
Y sim - Vsim X sim ' 

. (0) (0) & (0) buIld usim from Y sim U i · 

6. Starting with T = 0 and Transit = 0, repeat for n = 1,2,··· ,T,jh: 

(a) Increment time 

• T = T+ h, 
• Transit = Transit + h; 

(b) Update state variables 
(n) _ 'L (n-l) 9 (n-IJ. 

• xsim - .r sim Xsim + sim U sim ) 

(c) Update switching state 
(n) _ V(n-l) (n) 

• Ysim - sim X sim ' 

• if i\;l < 0 then D1 off and set i\;l = 0, 

if i\;l < 0 then D2 off and set i\;l = 0, 
if u(n) < 0 then DIan and set u(n) = u(n) 

Dl Or Co' 
if u(n) < 0 then D2 on and set u(n) = _u(nJ. D2 Or COl 

• update v;~l according to Table 1; 

(d) Update input vector 

• if T < Ts /2 then u~n) = -Ud else u~n) = +Ud, 

• build u(n) from y(~) & u(n). 
Slm 8tm t' 

(e) Identify current network topology (ModeNow) 

• if u~n) < 0 then 

if i~l > 0 then set ModeNow = 1, 

if i~~ > 0 then set ModeNow = 3, 

if i\;l = 0 & i\;J = 0 then set ModeNow = 2; 

• if u~n) > 0 then 

if i~J > 0 then set ModeNow = 4, 

if i~l > 0 then set ModeNow = 6, 

if i\;l = 0 & i\;J = 0 then set ModeNow = 5; 

(f) Register transition if crossing a threshold 

19 
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• if ModeNow 'I- ModeRunning then 

set ModeRunning = ModeNow, 

~ upgrade ModeSequence = [ModeSequence, ModeRunning], 

- upgrade StateSequence = [StateSequence, x~7~}' 
- upgrade TransitSequence = [TransitSequence, Transit J, 
- reset Transit = 0 j 

(g) Increment n = n + 1 and return to 6(a); 

7. Output data ModeSequence, StateSequence and TransitSequence. 

8. Go back to step 2. 

The file StepByStep.m, to be seen in Section 5.1.3, implements the algorithm 
as described above. 

4.3 Variants 

Depending on the type of power electronic circuit under study, a few improve
ments can be brought in the previous procedure, in order to provide the accuracy 
demanded by the application. 

For instance, a more sophisticated zero-cross detection could be implemented 
to refine the value of the transition interval of each mode of operation (variable 
Transit in the previous algorithm). 

Also, it is not necessary to keep the same time-step increment for all the 
modes. In the particular case of quite different characteristic time constants for 
the network topologies, by considering the running mode of operation, a pair of 
pre-calculated matrices can be chosen among 

(:F8im1 ,Qsiml); (:Fsim2 1 Qsim2)j ... 

to be conform with the need for different integration steps 

Again, the designer is free to introduce these refinements if the application asks 
for it, but the simulation procedure above remains fundamentally the same. 



Chapter 5 

Shaping the converter 

5.1 Common meeting ground 

Optimization concerns the minimization (or maximization) of functions. The 
steady-state shooting method discussed in the previous sections is a nice exam
ple of an unconstrained optimization routine. That is, starting from a initial 
guess, no bounds are placed on the variables related to the search process, which 
is stopped when a termination criterium is reached, being therefore minimized. 
However, knowledge about steady-state operating values is just a part of an 
evolutionary approach whereby the problem of designing a converter has to be 
solved. In fact, we are interested in minimizing an objective function associ
at.ed with the converter, that will be normally formulated as a combination 
of factors. In general the cost function will be nonlinear and, therefore, more 
evolved techniques have to be applied to minimize it. Moreover, to help locating 
the minimum cost, it is recommended to restrict the range of variations of the 
converter parameters on the basis of n heuristics" . 

MATLAB has a powerful toolbox for opt.imization purposes [7]. Among the 
routines available for minimization of nonlinear functions, the constrained op
timizer, fmincon, is one the best that fits our needs. Our intention is to com
bine this optimizer with the proposed steady-state shooting method in order 
to achieve certain design objectives. These ideas will be illustrated in the next 
sections. 

5.1.1 Jumping 

Let us make a few comments on the road map we are going to follow. After defin
ing a goal (the cost function) and a limited range of parameter values, we will 
perform jumps in the direction of the goal by means of fmincon, which is able 
to chose increments for the parameter set under consideration without leaving 
the allowed range area. However, after each jump, it is important to land safely, 
that is, the steady-state operating point corresponding to the parameter values 
under consideration has to be found quickly and without numerical instabilities. 
This is accomplished by the proposed steady-state shooting method. Addition
ally, we have to step through a small part of the way after landing, in order 
to recognize the quality of the "ground" (the sequence of switched topologies). 
Summing up in MATLAB jargon, the number and the direction of the jumps 

21 
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are provided by fmincon; the landing place after jumping (the steady-state op
erating point) is determined by Shoot .m, which, in turn, needs the results of 
StepByStep. m, to identify the nature of the intermediate stops. The correlation 
between these m-files will be discussed further in greater detail. 
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5.1.2 Landing 

For a given set of converter parameters, the resulting steady-state operating 
point can be calculated quickly as already described in Chapter 3. A possible 
m-file implementation of the algorithm is detailed next, where enough comments 
have been inserted to link the command lines to the equations derived in the 
text. 

function [gamma,xss,FoM] = Shoot(xi,comp,param,show), 
%SHOOT: steady-state shooting of a 
!. full-bridge series LC converter with 
% capacitive output buffer 
% 
'f. Input: 
% xi = [iLr; uCr; uCo; ud] -- initial state and input voltage; 
% camp [Lr, Cr, Co, RaJ -- circuit component values; 
% par am [fs, nis] -- switching frequency and 
% number of integration steps per switching period; 
% show J on' or 'off', to present intermediate results from 
% step-by-step simulations during the shooting process. 
% 
j', Output: 
% gamma = nr. of iterations to steady-state solutionj 
% xss [iLr; uCrj uCo; udJ -- steady-state solution; 
% FoM = a set of figures of merit for optimizationj 
i'. FoM(l) rms inductor current, 
% FoM(2) -- average output voltage. 
'f. 
%******************************************* 
% 
% .--I---I--Lr --.--1---1--.--. 
% 1 1 1 1 
% ud 1 FB 1 Cr 1 DB 1 Co Ro 
% 1 1 1 1 
'f. .--1---1-------.--1---1--.--. 
% fs 
% 
%******************************************* 

%******************************************* 
!. Comments: 
% 1) just enter II shoot II in the command window 
% to start demo; 
'f. 
%******************************************* 

!. Test parameters -------------------------
if nargin==O, 

% [iLr; uCrj uCo; 
xi 
% 

=[ 0; 
[ Lr, 

0; 0.01; 
Cr, 

ud] 
40] ; 

Co, Ro] 
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comp=[21. 7e-6, 37.6e-9, 1e-6, 27]; 
% [fs, 
pararn = [195e3, 

end 

nis] ; 
250] ; 

h=Ts/nisj 

MaxIt =25; 
eps1 =le-4; 
eps2 =5e-3; 

% max nr. of iterative rounds 
% precision -see Eq(3.18) 
Yo precision -see Eq(3.20) 

%-------------------------------------------

~ Basic parameters -----------------------
% 
% --- input voltage -------
ud = xi(4); 
Yo 
% --- circuit parameters ---
Lr =comp(l); Cr =comp(2); Co =comp(3); Ro=comp(4); 
Cp =Co+Cr; 
Nsv=4j % nr. of (augmented) state variables 
% 
% --- time parameters ------
fs =pararn(l); Ts =l/fs; 'l. switching period 
'I. 
%-----------------------------------------

% System matrices -----------------------
'l. 
% (a) classic format: 
% dx/dt = Ax +Bu with x =[iLr; uCr; uCo] & u =[ud] 
A1s =[0 -l/Lr 0; l/Cp -l/(Ro*Cp) 0; l/Cp 0 -l/(Ro*Cp)]; 
B1s =[-l/Lr; 0; 0]; 
A2s =[0 -l/Lr 0; l/Cr 0 0; 0 0 -l/(Ro*Co)]; 
A3s =[0 -l/Lr 0; l/Cp -l/(Ro*Cp) 0; -l/Cp 0 -l/(Ro*Cp)]; 
%A4s =A3sj ASs =A2s; A6s =Alsj 
B4s =[l/Lr; 0; 0]; 
Es =2eros(1~Nsv)j 

'l. 
% (b) augmented system: 
% dx/dt = Ax with x =[iLrj uCr; uCo; ud] 
A1 =[A1s B1s; EsJ;'l. see Eq. (2.2) 
A2 =[A2s B1s; EsJ; 
A3 =[A3s B1s; Es]; 
A4 =[A3s B4s; EsJ; 
A5 =[A2s B4s; Es]; 
A6 =[A1s B4s; EsJ; 
'l. 
% (c) constraint vectors see Eq.(2.4) 
11 =[Co/Cp (Cr/Ro)/Cp 00]; 
12 =[0 1 1 oj; 
13 =[0 1 -1 OJ; 
10 =[0 0 0 0]; 

24 
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%--------------------------------------------------

%--------------------------------------------------
% Unconstrained Optimization loop --------~--------

% Figures of merit 
FoM=[] i % to be used by the main optimization routine 
Qnow=O; % to be used as convergence criterium, see Eq.(3.20) 
Qpast=100; % just a big number to start with 

% Loop breakers 
gamma=O; % nr. of iteration rounds -see footnote page 12 
monitor=O; % indicates convergence if >0 

% 
% 

Main loop 

% Initial state 
xO=xi; 
% 
while (gamma<Maxlt)&(monitor==O), 

%-------------------------------------------------
% Increment number of rounds 
gamma =gamma+l; 

%-------------------------------------------------
% Step-by-step simulation of one period 
[xf,ModeSeq,StateSeq,TransitSeq,Qnow,FoM] = ... 

StepByStep(xO,comp,param,show); 

%-------------------------------------------------
% Check for steady-state accuracy 
if (abs«Qnow-Qpast)/Qpast»<eps2, break; % Eq(3.20) 
else Qpast=Qnow; 
end 

%-------------------------------------------------
% Reset general cell structure 
% on the basis of the results provided by StepByStep 
N =length(ModeSeq); 
A =cell(l,N); x =cell(l,N); 
Psi =cell(l,N); 1 =cell(l,N); 
gxx =cell(l,N); gyx =cell(l,N); 
PsiL=cell(l,N); PsiU=cell(l,N); 

%--------------------------------------------------
% Identification of sequence of topological matrices A{} 
% (according to the modes of operation in Fig. 2.2) 
for z=l:N, 

switch ModeSeq(z), 

25 
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case 1, A{z}=A1; 
case 2, A{z}=A2; 
case 3, A{z}=A3; 
case 4, A{z}=A4; 
case 5, A{z}=A5; 

case 6, A{z}=A6; 
end Y.syitch 

end %for 

Yo--------------------------------------------------
% Identification sequence of constraint vectors l{} 
'l. (according to graph links in Fig. 2.2) 
for z=l:N-l, 

switch ModeSeq(z), 
case 1, 

switch ModeSeq(z+l), 
case 2, 1{z}=11; 
otherwise, l{z}=lOj 
end 

case 2, 
switch ModeSeq(z+1), 
case 1, 1{z}=13; 
case 3, 1{z}=12; 
otherwise, l{z}~lO; 
end 

case 3, 
switch ModeSeq(z+1), 
case 2, l{z}=ll; 
otherwise, l{z}=lO; 
end 

case 4 
switch ModeSeq(z+l), 
case 5, 1{z}=11; 
otherwise, l{z}=lO; 
end 

case 5, 
switch ModeSeq(z+1), 
case 4, 1{z}=12; 
case 6, 1{z}=13; 
otherwise, l{z}=lO; 
end 

case 6, 
switch ModeSeq(z+l), 
case 5, l{z}=ll; 
otherwise, l{z}=lOj 
end 

end %switch 
end %for 
liN} =zeros(1,Nsv); 'l. last topology 
%-----------------------------------------------------

213 
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1.-----------------------------------------------------
!. Matrices exponential 
% (a) for each topa and respective stay time 
for z=l:N, 

Psi{z}=expm(A{z}.*TransitSeq(z)); % Eq(3.10) 
end 
% (b) lower products, for instance Psi41 = Psi4*Fsi31 
PsiL{l} =Psi{l}; 
for z=2:N, 

PsiL{z} =Psi{z}*PsiL{z-l}; 
end 
% (c) upper products, for instance Psi52 = Psi53*Psi2 
PsiU{N} =Psi{N}; 
for z=(N-l):-l:l, 

PsiU{z} =PsiU{z+l}*Psi{z}; 
end 
%------------------------------------------------------

%------------------------------------------------------
% Augmented state vectors e.a. 
for z=l:N, 

x{z}= [StateSeq(: ,z); ud]; 
gxx{z}=A{z}*x{z}; 
if z<N, gyx{z}=A{z+l}*x{z}; end 

end 
%-----------------------------------------------------

%-----------------------------------------------------
% Sensitivity matrices 
%-----------------------------------------
df_dx =PsiL{N}; % Eq(3.11) 
% % Nsv x Nsv 
%-----------------------------------------
dc_dx = [] ; % Eq (3.13) 
for z=l:N, 

dc_dx =[dc_dx; l{z}*PsiL{z}]; 
end 
X r. N x Nsv 
%-----------------------------------------
df_dT =[J; % Eq(3.12) 
for z=l: (N-l) , 

df_dT =[df_dT, PsiU{z+l}*(-gyx{z}+gxx{z}) ]; 
end 
df_dT =[df_dT, gxx{N}]; 
r. % Nsv x N 
%-----------------------------------------
dc_dT =zeros(N,N); % Eq(3.14) 
for z=l:N, 

19 = l{z}*gxx{z}; dc_dT(z,z)=lg; 

27 
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if 19==O, 
19=1.0j % determining variables 
dc_dT(z,z) =lg; 

else 

end 
end 
/. 

PsiP =l{z}*Psi{z}; 
for u=z-l:-i:i, 

end 

19 =PsiP*(-gyx{u}+gxx{u}); 
dc_dT(z,u) =lg; 
PsiP =PsiP*Psi{u}; 

Y. N x N 
'l.-----------------------------------------------------

%-----------------------------------------------------
"!. Jacobian 
J = df_dx -df_dT*inv(dc_dT)*dc_dx -eye(Nsv); /. Eq(3.7) 

% I. Nsv x Nsv 
%-----------------------------------------------------

%-----------------------------------------------------
'!. Shooting 
'!. 
'l. --- reminder ----------------------------
R = (xf-xO); '!. Eq(3.3) 
'!. 
!. --- normalized reminder 
r=R./[l.+ abs(xO»); '!. Eq(3.18) 

% --- use Jacobian to adapt only where necessary 

w=[); w =find(abs(r»epsl); '!. see Section 3.3 
if C-isempty(w»&(monitor==O), 

Jc=[); Jc =J(w,w); 
% new begin state 
xO(w) =xO(w) -Jc\R(w); 
% obey rectifier limitations 

Yo Eq(3.8)&(3.19) 

if xO(3)<O, xO(3)=O; end '!. uCo>=O always, 
if xO(2»xO(3) , xO(2)=xO(3); % abs(uCr)=<uCo, 
else if -xO(2»xO(3), xO(2)=-xO(3); 
end 

else % precision has been reached --

monitor =1; % stop iteractions 
end 
%------------------------------------------------------

end %while 
%---------------------------------------------------------

%---------------------------------------------------------
% Steady-state solutions 

28 
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xss =xO; Tss =TransitSeq; 
%ModeSeq, Yo display final sequence and network topologies 
% Warning ----
if gamma>=Maxlt, 

29 

disp(sprintf('Warning: termination for steady state failed! ,)); 
end 
% 
%%%% end Shoot %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%1. 
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5.1.3 Stepping 

Within Shoot it is necessary to identify the sequence and the duration of the 
switched topologies. As suggested, the function StepByStep should do the job. 
An algorithm for this purpose was derived in Section 4.2; hereafter follows a 
possible MATLAB implementation. 

function [xf,Mseq,Xseq,Tseq,Q,FoM] = StepByStep(xi,comp,param,show) 
YoSTEPBYSTEP: one-period time-stepping simulation of a 
% half-bridge series LC converter with 
% capacitive output buffer 
r. Input: 
% xi = [iLr; uCr; uCo; ud] -- initial state and input voltage; 
% camp [Lr, Cr, Co, Ra] -- circuit component values; 
% param = [fs, nis] -- switching freq. and nr. of integ. steps; 
% show = , on) or 'off', to present intermediate results from 
'!. the time-marching simulations. 
Yo 
% Output: 
'!. xf = [iLrj uCr; uCo; ud] -- final state after one switch. period; 
% Mseq = sequence of labels describing the order of appearance 
'l. of the modes of operation; 
% Xseq sequence of vectors for the values of the state variables 
Yo at the beginning of each mode of operation; 
% Tseq sequence of time duration intervals corresponding to 
% each mode of operation; 
Yo Q = a figure of merit to monitor convergence to steady state; 
Yo 
X FoM 
'!. 

in case, average energy in Co within one switch. period; 
a set of figures of merit for optimization; 
FoM(l) rms inductor current, 

X FoM(2) -- average output voltage. 
% 
%******************************************* 
'!. 
Yo .--I---I--Lr --.--1---1--.---. 
% 1 1 1 1 
X ud 1 FBI Cr 1 DBI CO Ro 
Yo 1 I 1 1 
Yo .--1---1-------.--1---1--.---. 
% fs 
X 
%******************************************* 

% Test parameters ----------------------------
if nargin==O, 

% [iLr; uCr; uCo; ud] 
xi =[ 0; 0; 0.01; 40); 
Yo [ Lr, Cr, Co, Ro] 
comp =[21.7e-6, 37.6e-9, le-6, 27]; 
% [fs ,nis]; h=l/ (fs*nis) ; 
param =[195e3, 250]; 
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'l. 
show =' on' j 

end 
%-----------------------------------------------

%--- Simulation parameters --------------------
'!. 
Lr =comp(1); Cr =comp(2); Co =comp(3); Ro=comp(4); 
cop =Co/(Co+Cr); crp =(Cr/(Co+Cr))/Ro; 
'l. 
Ts =1/param(1); h =Ts/param(2); 'l. h=1/(fs*nis) 
%-----------------------------------------------

%--- System matrices --------------------------
% xNow =[iLrj nCr; uCo] : state vector; 
'!. uNow =[Ui; iVa(1); iVa(2)] : input vector; 
% uVa =[uD1; uD2] valve voltages; 
% iVa =[iD1; iD2] valve currents; 
'!. 
% dxNow/dt =A*xNow +B*uNow 
'!. --> xNow[k] =F*xNow[k-1] +G*uNow[k-1]; 
% 
A =[0, -1/Lr, 0; l/Cr, 0, 0; 0, 0, -l/(Ro*Co)]; 
B =[l/Lr, 0, 0; 0, -l/Cr, l/Cr; 0, l/Co, l/Co]; 
F = exprn(A.*h); 
G = A\(F-eye(3))*B; 
%------------------------------------------------

% --- Initial state -----------------------------
% xi is an augmented state vector: [iLr; uCr; uCo; ud] 
% xNow is a standard state vector: [iLrj uCrj nCo] j 

% 
xNow =xi(1:3,1); ud =xi(4); 

% --- Initial switching state 
of. 

uVa =[0 -0.5 0.5; ° 0.5 0. 5] *xNow; 
if uVa(l»O, 'l.Dloff 

if uVa(2»0, 'l.Dloff & D20ff 
ModeRunning =2; 
vl=O; v2=O; v3=O; v4 =0; 

else %Dloff & D20n 
ModeRunning =3; 
v1=O; v2=O; v3=-cop; v4=crp; 

end 
else 'l.Dlon & D20ff 

ModeRunning =1; 
v1=cop; v2=crp; v3=O; v4=O; 

end 
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iVa = [vi, 0, v2; v3, 0, v4]*xNow; 'l, Eq.(4.6) 
if iVa(1)<=O, 

vl=O; v2=0; iVa(l)=O; 
else 

vl=cop; v2=crp; 
end 
if iVa(2)<=O, 

v3=O; v4=0; iVa(2)=O; 
else 

v3=-COPi v4=crp; 
end 
%-------------------------------------------------

Yo --- Time-marching simulation--------------------
'l. 

% register of sequences 
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% reset history -------------------

Tseq=[]; Xseq=[]; Mseq =[ModeRunning]; 
Time=[O]; X=[xNow]; MN=[ModeRunning]; % for graphic presentation 
'l. 
% --- reset ancillary variables ----
Q=Oj FoM=zeros(1,2); tau=Oj Transit =0; 
xPast =xNoWi 
% 
% --- main loop 
while tau<=Ts, 

tau=tau+hj Transit =Transit+h; 

% independent switching transition 
if tau<Ts/2, Ui =-ud; else Ui =+udj end 

% inputs ------

uPast =[Ui; iVa]; 

% current state --
xNow = F*xPast +G*uPast; 

% update topology --- see Table 1 
uVa =[ 0, -0.5, 0.5; 0, 0.5, O.5]*xNowj % 
iVa =[vl, 0, v2j v3, 0, v4]*xNowj % 
if iVa(l)<=O, vl=O; v2=O; iVa(l)=O; end 
if iVa(2)<=O, v3=O; v4=O; iVa(2)=O; end 

Eq.(4.6) 
Eq. (4.6) 

if uVa(l)<=O, vl=cop; v2=crp; xNow(2)=xNo~(3); 

if uVa(2)<=O, v3=-cop;v4=crp; xNow(2)=-xNow(3); 

'l,Dloff 
%D2off 

end Y.Dlon 
end %D2on 

!. recognize topology --- see Fig. 2.3 
if (Ui<O), 

if iVa(l»O, MOdeNow=l; xNow(2)=xNo~(3); 'l.Model 
elseif iVa(2)=~0, ModeNow=2j 7.Mode2 
else ModeNow=3; xNow(2)=-xNow(3); 'l,Mode3 
end 
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else % Ui>O 
if iVa(2»O, ModeNow=4; xNow(2)=-xNow(3); 
elseif iVa(l)==O, ModeNow=5; 
else ModeNow=6; xNow(2)=xNow(3); 
end 

end 

% register change in topology sequence -----

%Mode4 
%Mode5 
%Mode6 

if ModeNow-=ModeRunning, % not the same topology 
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Tseq =[Tseq. Transit] j % register stay time previous tapa 
ModeRunning =ModeNow; Yo get new topa 
Mseq =[Mseq, ModeRunningJ;X add new topa to sequence 
Xseq =[Xseq, xNow]; % register begin state vector new topa 
Transit =0; 'l. start counting stay-time new topa 

end 

t. store data almlng at presentation ------
if (show == 'on'), 
Time=[Time,tau]; X=[X,xNow] j MN=[MN,ModeNow]; 

end 

% update figures of merit 
Q =Q + (xNow(3»-2; 
FoM(l) = FoM(l) +(xNow(1»-2; 
FoM(2) FoM(2) + xNow(3); 

% next state 
xPast =xNow; 

% energy in output capacitor 
% rms inductor current 
% average output voltage 

end%while -------------------------------------

Tseq =[Tseq, Transit]; % register stay time last topology 
Xseq =[Xseq, xNow]; % register final state vector 
%------------------------------------------------------------

!. --- Pass final results -----------------------------------
xf = [xNow; Ui]; 
Q =(h/Ts)*Q; 
FoM =(h/Ts).*FoM; FoM(l)=sqrt(FoM(l»; 

% --- Show switching period --------------------------------
if (show == , on'), 
subplot(4,1,1), plot(Time,X(l,:»;grid on; 
subplot(4,1,2) , plot(Time,X(2,:»;grid on; 
subplot(4,1,3), plot(Time,X(3,:))jgrid on; 
subplot(4,1,4), plot(Time,MN);grid on; pause(O.5); 
end 
%-------------------------------------------------------------
% 
%X%%% end StepByStep %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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5.2 Examples of optimal design 

Now we are ready to use fmincon for our designing purposes. For fmincon, the 
command 

x = fmincon('objfun',xO, '" ,vlb,vub, ... ,options) 

limits the vector x to be within vlb<= x <=vub when finding the set of values 
that minimize objfun(x), a scalar function of x, starting from the guess xo. The 
vector opt ions contains values for termination tolerances and other choices, the 
calling syntaxes being given in fully in the MATLAB references. 

Let us see what the optimizer gives when considering a few practical cases. 
All the situations are related to the scheme in Fig. 2.1. 

5.2.1 Case 1 

Suppose the following parameters are fixed 

tid 40V, 

j, 200kHz, 

Co l/l-F, 

Ro 270, 

and the resonant components can be freely chosen in the range 

We want to know the maximum attainable average output voltage, 

max{UCo,avg}. 

Since a figure of merit provided by Shoot is already the output voltage 
averaged over one steady-state switching period, see FoM(2), our goal call be 
easily defined by the cost function 

objfunl = -FoM(2), 

which will maximize the output voltage. This is implemented by the m-function 
objfun1.m, that is related to the global problem definition given by Case1.m, 
as given at the end of this section. 

The solution of Case 1 is obvious: L, should be as small as possible and C, 
as large as possible (so we can test if the optimizer is working well!). Indeed, 
the final results of the optimizer are 

L, = 5/l-H and Cr = 50nF, 

yielding 

UCo,avg = 79.8V. 

As an aside, the effective inductor current is found to be iLr,rms = 7.27 A and 
the converter wm operate under capacitive switching mode, that js, iLr(O) = 
-2.17A. 
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%******************************************* 
% Case1.m 

%******************************************* 
% 
% For given 
% + input voltage, ud, 
% + switching freq, fs, 
% + out cap buffer, Co, 
% + load resistance, Ro, 
% + component range, vlb <[Lr,CrJ< vub; 
% What is then 
% ? max out voltage, uCo{Vmean}. 
% 
%******************************************* 
% 
% .--I---I--Lr --.--1---1--.--. 
% 1 1 1 1 
% ud 1 FB 1 Cr 1 DB 1 Co Ro 
% 1 1 1 1 
% .--1---1-------.--1---1--.--. 
j', fs 
% 
%******************************************* 

% Test parameters ---------------------
% [ Lr, CrJ; 
compBasis =[le-6; 1e-9J; 
% [Co,RoJ; 
comp2 =[ 1e-6; 27J; 
% [fs, ud] j 

FixParam =[200e3; 40J; 
%---------------------------------------

%---------------------------------------
% Playing ground 
% [Lr, CrJ 
compO =[10; 20J; % pu begin values 
vlb =[ 5; 10J; % pu lower bounds 
vub =[35; 50J; % pu upper bounds 

%---------------------------------------
% Options 
myDp =optimset( ... 

'Display' ,'iter', 
'LargeScale', 'off', ... 
'MaxFunEvals',100, 
'ToIFun' ,le-3, 
'ToICon' , 1e-3, 
'TolX',le-3)j 
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%---------------------------------------
% call constraint optimization 

'l. vlb =< compPU =< vub 
[compDp,recDp] =fmincon('objfunl',compO,[] ,[] ,[],[] ,vlb,vub,[], ... 

myOp,comp2,compBasis,FixPararn,'off'); 

% show results -------------------------
% [iLr j uCr; uCo j ud] 
xi =[ 0; 0; 0.01; FixParam(2)]; 
campi =compOp.*cornpBasisj 
camp =[compl; comp2]i 
param = [FixParam(l), 250]; 
[gamma,xss,FoM] = Shoot(xi,comp,param,' on'); 
disp(sprintf('Dpt camp: Lr='l.0.4g{uH}, Cr='l.0.4g{nF},', ... 

compDp(1),compOp(2»); 
disp(sprintf('uCo='l.0.4g{Vmean}, iLr='l.0.4g{Arms}, iLr(0)='l.0.4g{A}, , ... 

FoM(2),FoM(1),xss(1»); 
% 
%--- end main function -----------------

function fa = objfunl (compPU, comp2,compBasis ,FixPar, show) , 
%OBJFUN1: objective function related to Case 1 

% Basic parameters ------------------------
% [iLr; uCr; uCo; ud] 

xi =[ 0; 0; 0.01; FixPar(2)]; 
% [ Lr, Cr, Co, RaJ 

camp! = compPU.*compBasisj % cornpBasis =[uH, nFJ; 
camp =[cornpl; comp2] j 

!. [f s. steps]; 
param =[FixPar(l), 250]; 

%-----------------------------------------

'l.-----------------------------------------
% Get figures of merit 

[gamma,xss,FoM] = Shoot(xi,comp,param,show)j 
% FoM(l) -- rms inductor current, 
% FoM(2) -- average output voltage. 
%-----------------------------------------

%-----------------------------------------
% Goal 
% --- weighting factors 
wf1 :::: -1; 
% --- mix to be minimized 
fa = wfl*FoM(2); Yo mean(uCo) will be maximized 
Yo-----------------------------------------

Yo%%% end Case 1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%1.%%%1.%%% 
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5.2.2 Case 2 

Let's now proceed with more refined objectives. Suppose the following param
eters are fixed 

Ud 40V, 

j, 200kHz, 

Co l/l-F, 

Ro 27fl, 

and the resonant components can be freely chosen in the range 

5/l-H S; L, S; 35/l-H and lOnF S; C, S; 50nF. 

We want to know the values of L, and C, that lead to 

• average output voltage Uo,avg = GOV) 

• inductive switching mode, that is, iLr(O) ~ 0, 

• minimum effective inductor current, that is, min{iLr,rms}. 

The figure of merit FoM(1) provided by Shoot.m is related to the rms value 
of the inductor current. By considering the goals above, now the objective 
function can be expressed as 

objfun2 = wf1*FoM(1)'2 +wf2*((FoM(2)-60»'2 +wf3*iV'2 

where iV=O if iLr(O»O or iV=iLr(O) if iLr(O)<O. Based on practical feel
ing, the weighting factors were assessed as wf1=1, wf2=50. wf3=100. 

The global problem definition is given in Case2.m, which is detailed at the 
end of this section, with the cost function being implemented by obj fun2. m. 
An overview of objfun2.m is shown in Fig. 5.1. The solution found by the 
optimizer is 

L, = 7.2/l-H and C, = 20.3nF, 

together with 

UCo.avg = 60V, i£,(O) = 0.75A, and i£",m, = 3.72A. 

A closer look to objfun2.m near the solution is given in Fig. 5.2. Notice that 
a feeling for the sensitivity of the circuit with respect to parameter variations 
can be inferred from the contours in Fig. 5.2. 
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l,[uH] 

Figure 5.1: Objective function for Case 2. The peaks are related to component 
values !.hat do not lead to steady-state convergence. This mesh surface has been 
obtained on the basis of 1600 (=40x40) steady-state points, each point asking 
for more or less 10 iterations with Shoot. m (total computation time: about 20 
min on a 300MHz PC). 

f-.200kHz 

Lr[uHj 

Figure 5.2: Detailed view of objfun2 near the global minimum. Notice the glen 
shape, which can be used in combination with the contours as an aid to indicate 
parameter sensitivity. 
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%******************************************* 
% Case2.m 
%******************************************* 
% 
% For desired 
% ave out voltage, uOut{Vmean}, 
% min rms iLr J iLr{Arms} 
X lower bound iLr(O), iLi{A}, 
% 
X 

and given 
+ input voltage, ud, 

% + switching freq, is, 
% + out cap buffer, Co, 
% + load resistance, Ro, 
% + component range, vlb <[Lr,Cr]< vub, 
% What are then 
% 
% 

? resonant comp, Lr & Cr. 

%******************************************* 
!. 
% .--I---I--Lr --.--1---1--.--. 
% 1 1 1 1 
% ud 1 FB 1 Cr 1 DB 1 Co Ro 
% 1 1 1 1 
% .--1---1-------.--1---1--.--. 
% fs 
X 
%******************************************* 

% Test parameters ---------------------
% [ Lr; Crl; 
compBasis =[le-6; le-9]; 
X [Co, Ro]; 
comp2 =[ le-6; 27]; 
% [fs; ud; 
FixParam =[200e3; 40; 

uOut; iLiJ; 
60; 0.0]; 

%---------------------------------------

%---------------------------------------
% Playing ground 
% [Lr; Cr] 
compO =[10; 20]; X pu begin values 
vlb =[ 5j 10J j % pu lower bounds 
vub =[35; 50]; X pu upper bounds 
%vlb =[ 7; 20]; % pu lower bounds 
%vub =[11; 40]; X pu upper bounds 

%---------------------------------------
% Options 
myOp =optimset( ... 

'Display','iter', 
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'LargeScale' ,'off', '" 
'MaxFunEvals' ,150, 
'TolFun' J 1e-3, 
'TeICon' ,le-3, ... 
'ToIX' , 1e-3) j 

%---------------------------------------
X call constraint optimization 
% vlb =< compOp =< vub 

40 

[compOp,recOpJ =fmincon('objfun2',compO,[J ,[J,[J,[J ,vlb,vub,[J , ... 
myOp, comp2, compBasis,FixParam, 'off'); 

% show results -------------------------
'l. [iLr; uCr; uCo j ud] 
xi =[ 0; 0; 0.01; FixParam(2)J; 
camp! =compOp.*compBasisj 
camp =[compl; comp2Ji 
param = [FixParam(l), 250J; 
[gamma,xss,FoM] = Shoat(xi,comp,param,' on'); 
disp(sprintf('OptComp: Lr=%0.4g{uH}, Cr=%0.4g{nF},', ... 

compOp(1),compOp(2»); 
disp(sprintf('Results: uCo =%0.4g{Vmean}, iLr =%0.4g{Arms}, iLr(O) =%0.4g{A}', ... 

FoM(2),FoM(1),xss(1»); 
disp(sprintf('Targets: uCo==%0.4g{Vmean}, iLr{Arms} min, iLr(0»=%0.4g{A}', ... 

FixParam(3),FixParam(4»); 
% 
%--- end function -----------------------

function fa = objfun2(cornpPU, cornp2,compBasis ,FixParam, show) , 
%OBJFUN2: objective function related to Case 2 

t. Basic parameters -----------------------
% FixParam ~[ fs, ud, uOut, iLi]; 

% [iLr j uCr; uCo j ud] 
xi =[ 0; 0; 0.01; FixParam(2)J; 

'/. [ Lr, Cr, Co, Ro] 
comp1 = compPU.*compBasis; 
comp =[comp1j comp2]; 

% [fs, steps]; 
param = [FixParam(l), 250J; 

% 
'/.-----------------------------------------

% Get figures of merit 
[gamma,xss,FoM] = Shoot(xi,comp,param,show); 

% FoM(1) -- rms inductor current, 
'/. FoM(2) -- average output voltage. 
'/.-----------------------------------------
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%-----------------------------------------
% Goal 
% --- weighting factors 
wf1 = 1; wf2=50; wf3=100; 
if xss(l)<FixParam(4), iV= FixParam(4)-xss(1); 
else iV=Oj 
end 
% --- mix to be minimized 
fo = wf1*FoM(1)-2 + ... 

% 

wf2*(FoM(2)-FixParam(3))-2 + 
wf3*iV-2j 

%-----------------------------------------

%%%% end Case 2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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5.2.3 Case 3 

To emphasize the flexibility of fmincon, let's now introduce another degree of 
freedom for choosing the converter parameters, namely the switching frequency. 

The following parameters are fixed 

Ud 40V, 

Co l"F, 
Ro 270, 

the resonant components can be freely chosen in the range 

and the switching frequency in the range 

60Khz ~ j, ~ 300kHz. 

We want to know the values of j" Lr and Cr that lead to 

• average output voltage Uo,avg = 50V, 

• inductive switching mode, but with a minimum begin value for the induc
tor current that assures zvs; for instance iLr(O) ~ O.SA, 

• minimum effective inductor current, that is, min{iLr,rms}. 

The cost function is the same as for Case 2, the only difference will be 
iV=O if iLr(O»O.5,thatis, iV= (O.5-iLr(O» if iLr(O)<O.5. The weight
ing factors were kept the same. 

According to the global problem definition in Case3 .m, the solution found 
by the optimizer is 

j, = 136kHz, Lr = 11.5"H and Cr = 19.7nF, 

with 

UCo,avg = 50.1 V, iLr(O) = 0.91A, and iLr,rm, = 2.60A. 
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%******************************************* 
% Case3.m 

%******************************************* 
% 
% For desired 
% ave out voltage, uDut{Vmean}, 
% min rms iLr, iLr{Arms} 
% lower bound iLr(O), iLi{A}, 
% and given 
% + input voltage, ud, 
% + out cap buffer, Co, 
% + load resistance, Ro, 
% + param range, vlb <[fs, Lr,Cr]< vub, 
% What are then 
% ? switching freq, fs, 
% ? resonant comp, Lr & Cr. 
% 
%******************************************* 
% 
% .--I---I--Lr --.--1---1--.--. 
% 1 1 1 1 
% ud 1 FB 1 Cr 1 DB 1 Co Ro 
% 1 1 1 1 
% .--1---1-------.--1---1--.--. 
'I. fs 
% 
%******************************************* 

% Test parameters ---------------------
% [fs, Lr, Cr]; 
compBasis =[100e3; 1e-6; 1e-9J; 
% [Co, Ro]; 
cornp2 =[ 1e-6; 27]; 
% [ ud, uOut J iLi] j 

FixPararn =[ 40; 50; 0.5]; 
% uOut = 50 , iLr(0)=0.5 ok 
% uOut = 50 ,iLr(O)=O.O ok 

'1.---------------------------------------

%---------------------------------------
% Playing ground 
% [fs, Lr, Cr] 
compO =[1; 10; 20]; 
vlb =[0.6; 1; 1]; 
vub =[3; 50; 50]; 

% pu 
% pu 

begin values 
lower bounds 

% pu upper bounds 

%---------------------------------------
% Options 
rnyOp =optirnset( ... 

'Display' ,'iter', 
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'LargeScale' ,'off', '" 
'MaxFunEvals' ,150, 
'TolFun' ,1e-2, 
I TolCon' ,1e-3 J 

'ToIX' ,1e-2) j 

%---------------------------------------
% call constraint optimization 
[compOp,recOp] =fmincon('objfun3' ,compO, [], [], [], [] ,vlb,vub, [], 

myOp,comp2,compBasis,FixParam,'off')j 

% show results -------------------------
!. [iLr; uCr j uCo; ud] 
xi =[ 0; 0; 0.01; FixParam(l)]; 
fs = compOp(l)*compBasis(l); 
compl =compOp(2:3,l).*compBasis(2:3,l); 
comp =[compl; comp2]; 
param =[fs, 250]; 
[gamma,xss,FoM] = Shoot(xi,comp,param,' on'); 
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disp(sprintf('OptParam: fs=%0.4g{xl00kHz}, Lr='l.0.4g{uH}, Cr='l.O. 4g{nF} , , , ... 
compOp(1),compOp(2),compOp(3))); 

disp(sprintf('Results: uCo ='l.0.4g{Vmean}, iLr ='l.0.4g{Arms}, iLr(O) =%0.4g{A}' , ... 
FoM(2),FoM(1),xss(1))); 
disp(sprintf('Targets: uCo=='l.0.4g{Vmean}, iLr{Arms} min, iLr(0»=%0.4g{A}', ... 
FixParam(2),FixParam(3))); 
%--- end function ------------------------

fUnction fo = objfun3(compPU,comp2,compBasis,FixParam,show), 
r,OBJFUN3: cost function related to Case 3 

%-------------------------------------------
% Basic parameters -----------------------
% FixParam =[ ud, uOut, iLi]; 

% [iLr; uCr; uCo; ud] 
xi =[ 0; 0; 0.01; FixParam(l)]; 

% [ Lr, Cr, Co, Ra] 
compl = compPU(2:3,l).*compBasis(2:3,1); 
comp =[comp1i comp2] i 

% [fs, steps]; 
param =[compPU(l)*compBasis(l), 250]; 

%-----------------------------------------
% Get figures of merit 

[gamma,xss,FoM] = Shoot(xi,comp,pararn,show)j 
% FoMel) rms inductor current, 
% FoM(2) -- average output voltage. 
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%-----------------------------------------
% Goal 
% --- weighting factors 
wf1 = 1; wf2=50; wf3=200; 
if xss(1) < FixParam(3), iV= 1+FixParam(3)-xss(1); 
else iV=Oj 
end 

% --- mix to be minimized 
fo = wf1*FoM(1) + ... 

wf2*(FoM(2)-FixParam(2))-2 + .,. 
wf3*iV-2; 

% 
%------------------------------------------

%%%% end Case 3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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Chapter 6 

Concluding remarks 

The method for converter optimization as described in this report can be applied 
to a large variety of circuits normally found in Power Electronics. However, the 
limitations associated with optimization techniques should always be kept in 
mind. In general, optimization problems benefit from good starting guesses and 
well-defined boundary conditions. Moreover, starting the optimization from 
a number of different starting points may help to locate the global minimum 
instead of local minima. Also, more evolved problems are best solved by an 
evolutionary approach whereby a problem with smaller number of independent 
variables is analyzed and solved first. 

Finally, it should be clear that this report has a tutorial, didactic goal. 
Therefore, the m-files provided in the previous sections have not been developed 
aiming at execution efficiency in first instance. Rather, the intention has been 
to elucidate the proposed ideas with enough details, in such a way that an 
interested reader could be able to probe the methodology further. 
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Appendix A 

Choice of the state variables 

\Vhen assigning the state variables to a given topology, it is common practice 
to consider the voltage across capacitors in parallel (or the current through 
inductors in series) as just one state variable. However, the paralleled capacitors 
(or the inductors in series) can be disconnected from each other in subsequent 
topologies, requiring the introduction of :'new" state variables as long as the 
split persists. 

For the easy of implementation of the algorithms as presented in this report, 
that is, to allow modularity, it is convenient to keep the same state variable 
definitions for all the possible modes of operation, even when redundant states 
occur. By state-variable definitions it is meant not only the voltages or currents 
through passive components that are able to store energy, but also the polarity 
cOIlventions for the corresponding electric quantities. 

The situation is well illustrated in Fig. 2.2. For instance, although UCr = UCo 

in Mode 1, the system matrix Al in (2.2) contains separate definitions for UCr 

and UGo 1 which are carried out through all the other modes. Again, in view of 
t.he polarity definitions, UCr # UCo in Mode 3 and Mode 4, even though the Cr 

and Co are connected in parallel. 
Of course, keeping the same set of state variables for all the modes will some

times lead to duplicity and, inevitably, to system matrices which are singular. 
Nevertheless, this poses no problem at all since there is no necessity that the 
system matrices, Am in (2.2), would be invertible. In fact, the only requirement 
for the method in later sections is the computation of the matrix exponential, 
that is, 

expm{Am T} , 

see (3.10)-(3.14). By definition, a matrix exponential always exits [1], indepen
dent of the singularity condition of Am . 

Another degree of freedom is also reached when keeping the same set of state 
variables for all the modes. For instance, 

-'IL~ 1 
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according to (2.2). But, from the fact that UCr = UCo in Mode 1, 

[ 

0 -l/L, 0 -l/Lr 1 
AI = l/Cp -l/RoCp 0 0 

l/Cp -l/RoCp 0 0 
o 0 0 0 

is also a possible relationship. According to the approach proposed in this 
report, both descriptions for AI are valid, and trying to find which choice 
would be the best is not really relevant for the algorithm in (3.10)-(3.14). 



Appendix B 

Vector gradient functions 
and the Newton's method 

If f(x) is a p-vector which is a function of the scalar x, then 

[ 

dJ. (x)jdx ] 
df(x)jdx = : 

d/p(x)jdx 

If f(x) is a scalar function of the q-dimensional vector x , then the gradient 
vector is 

Df(x)jDx = [Df(x)jDxl ... Df(x)jDxq] 

where the gradient is a row vector by definition. 
If f(x) is a p-vector function of a q-vector x , then the Jacobian matrix is 

the p by q matrix 

... DJ. (x)jDxq ] • 

D/p(x)jDxq 

The matrix identity (whose elements in the main diagonal are equal to one, 
all other elements equal to zero) is represented by I. A vector (or a matrix) 
which has all elements equal to zero shall be denoted by O. 

Consider now a system of n non-linear equations It in n variables Xi: 

h(X},X21 ... ,In) 0 

h(XI,X21 ... ,Xn) 0 

(B.1) 

fn(Xl,X2, ... ,Xn) O. 
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Denote the vector of variables by x and the vector offunctions by f. Then (B.I) 
gets the compact form 

f(x) = 0 (B.2) 

Assume that the system has a solution; denote it by x' and expand each function 
in a Taylor series about x: 

fI(x' ) = fI(x) + aiJ . (x; - xd + aiJ . (xi - xz) + ... + aiJ . (x~ - xn) + ... 
&, ~ ~ . 

/2(x') = h{x) + 0/2 . (x; - xd + 0/2 . (xi - xz) + ... + a/z . (x~ - xn) + ... 
ox, axz aXn 

= fn(x) + afn .(x; -xd+ afn . (xi -X2) + ... + afn . (x~ -Xn) + ... 
ox, axz aXn 

Assuming that x is close to x', higher order terms may be neglected and the 
system may be written in the linearized form: 

f(x') "" f(x) + J [x' - x] 

where 

[ 

aiJ/ax, 
a/2/ax, 

J = 

afn/ax, 

afl/axn ] a/2/axn 

. .. of /ax n n Ix 

is the Jacobian matrix of the function f, evaluated at x. 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 

If we set (B.3) equal to zero and solve, the result will not be the vector x' 
(because the high-order terms have been neglected) but some new value for x. 
As a consequence, it is possible to search for x* iteratively. Using superscripts 
to indicate iteration sequence we have 

and the solution of (B.5) can be obtained by writing 

x'+, = x' - J-'f(x7 ). 

The search in (B.6) is called the Newton's method [2]. 

(B.5) 

(B.6) 



Appendix C 

Recurrence equation 
between states 

The state-space description in (4.3) has been derived in the classical form 

dx(t) 
~ = Ax(t) + Bu(t). (C.I) 

The conventional solution of (4.3) gives the recurrence equation between states 
at different times, which is found to be [IJ 

1', 
x(td = exp{A . (t1 - to)}x(to) + exp{A . (t1 - r)}B udr 

to 
(C.2) 

with 

1 1 
exp{A t} = I + A t + _A2t2 + _A3t3 + ... 

2! 3! 

If u(t) remains invariant during the time interval [to, tJ], then (C.2) becomes 

where 

F(t1 - to) exp{A . (t1 - to)} , 

G(t1 - to) = [1 t
' -to exp{A r }drj B 

(C.3) 

(C.4) 

(C.5) 

Under the condition that A is non-singular, that is, when A-I exists, then it 
follows from (C.5) that 

(C.6) 

Otherwise, in case of singularity, by using the eigen-vector properties of matrix 
A , it may be shown that [1 J 

A M)'M-1 , 

F M exp{A . (t1 - to)}M -1, 

G MAM-1B, 
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(C.7) 

(C.S) 

(C.g) 
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where M and M -I are, respectively, the right and the left eigen-vector matrices 
of A and 

is a diagonal matrix containing the corresponding eigen-values. Further, A is 
also diagonal, being given by 

A (C.IO) 

with 

tl - to, if Ai = 0 ; 

(C.Il) 

I ~ i ~ n. 



Appendix D 

Reduced-order Jacobians 

The implementation of (3.18) and (3.19) in MATLAB is made easy by using the 
command find, which tests logic conditions within a vector array. 

Suppose, for instance, that the arrays xO and xi are used to store the val
ues of the state vector at the beginning and at the end of a switching period, 
respectively. Then, (3.3) can be implemented as 

R = xf-xO; 

and the left part of (3.18) follows from 

r = R./[l.+abs(xO)]; 

Considering again (3.18), only the elements ofr which are larger than <, (=epsl) 
should be taken further into consideration. The corresponding array positions 
in r satisfying this inequality condition can be easily located by means of 

w = find(abs(r»epsl); 

where the elements of w are now indices that correspond to the elements of r 
which have absolute values bigger than epsi. Therefore xO(w) addresses only 
the elements of xO whose corresponding elements in r satisfy (3.18). 

To proceed further, just the relevant part of the Jacobian originally calcu
lated by (3.7) should be used in order to update new values for the state vector. 
If the matrix array J represents the results of (3.7), then, by introducing 

Jc =J(w,w)j 

t.he correction for t.he state vector xO, as required in (3.15), will be provided by 

xO(w) = xO(w) -Jc\R(w); 

The elements of xO that have not been addressed through xO (w) remain 
unchanged. 

These ideas have been introduced in the steady-state shooting algorithm, 
Shoot .m, being given in detail in Sec. 5.1.2. 
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Appendix E 

Step-by-step revisited 

The script files provided in this appendix describe another scheme to per
form time-stepping simulation of power electronic converters. The main func
tion, StepByStepV2, has the same input and output variables as the function 
StepByStep presented in Section 5.1.3. 

The reasons why to introduce this simulation scheme are mainly from didac
tic nature. First of all, in contrast with StepByStep, the new StepByStepV2 
uses exactly the same constraint equations as detailed in Fig. 2.3. And sec
ondly, the system matrices that are going to be applied are the ones in (2.2). 
Therefore, StepByStepV2 offers an opportunity to describe the time-marching 
simulations by means of the same structure described in Section 3 for shooting 
the steady-state solution. 

The main idea of the method is as follows (see also Section 2.2): 
Suppose the converter is being operated at constant switching period, Ts. 

During a simulation cycle, extending from time instant t = 0 to time t = Ts , a 
sequence of, say, N topologies can occur, depending on the initial value of the 
state vector. As a consequence, the state vector is governed by a succession of 
differential equations 

dX(T) _ A. () 
dr - f X T , (E.1) 

where the index i runs from 1 to N, and every Ai is equal to one of the possible 
system matrices Am, with m E {I"", M}. The running time T is referred 
to the beginning of each operation mode, but the transition times between 
topologies, Ti , are referred to the beginning of the switching cycle. This means 
t.hat To = 0, TN = T, and t = T + Ti_1 for each index i (the only difference 
here, comparing to (2.6), is that the subscripts k have been dropt to simplify 
t.he notation). 

For a given fixed time step, h, the exact recursive solution of (1) above is 
found to be 

Xr+l = Fi Xr , Xo = X(Ti-d, and Fi = expm(Ai . h). (E.2) 

for r = 0,1,2,··· up to r = (Ti - Ti_1)/h. The step h should be chosen small 
enough in comparison to the time constants related to Ai (for instance, 10% 
of the smallest eigenvalue). It should be noticed that the matrices Fi can be 
pre-calculated and stored. 
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After each increment, the thresholds indicating the transitions to other 
modes should be tested. In case of transition, the begin state for T = 0 is the 
final state in the previous mode, etc. Besides, the stay time at each topology 
will be calculated with a max error in the order of h. 

function [xf,Mseq,Xseq,Tseq,Q,FoM] = StepByStepV2(xi,comp,param,show), 
%STEPBYSTEPV2: one-period time-stepping simulation of a 
% half-bridge series LC converter with 
% capacitive output buffer 
Yo Input: 
% xi = [iLr; uCr; nCo; ud] -- initial state and input voltage; 
% camp = [Lr, Cr, Co, RaJ -- circuit component values; 
% param = [fs, nis] -- switching ireq. and nr. of integ. steps; 
% show ) on' or 'off', to present intermediate results from 
% the time-marching simulations. 
'/, 

% Output: 
% xf = [iLr; uCr; uCo; ud] -- final state after one switch. period; 
% sequence of labels describing the order of appearance 
% of the modes of operation; 
% sequence of vectors for the values of the state variables 
% at the beginning of each mode of operationj 
% sequence of time duration intervals corresponding to 
% each mode of operation j 
% a figure of merit to monitor convergence to steady statej 
% in case, average energy in Co within one switch. periodj 
/. a set of figures of merit for optimizationj 
% FoM(1) rms inductor current, 
Yo FoM(2) average output voltage. 
Yo 
% Local functions; 
% BuildStep(comp,param); 
X ChooseMode(xi,comp,param); 
% CheckConstraints(xNew,ModeRunning,h,tau,comp,param)j 
% 
X******************************************* 
Yo 

% .--I---I--Lr --.--1---1--.---. 
% 1 1 1 1 
% ud 1 FB 1 Cr 1 DB 1 Co Ro 

% 1 1 1 1 
% .--1---1-------.--1---1--.---. 
% fs 
% 
%******************************************* 

% Construct structure 
[F,Step,Ts] =BuildStep(comp,param); 

% initial conditions ---------------
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[ModeRunning,xNow] =ChooseMode(xi,comp,pararn)j 
% 
% reset history --------------------
Tseq=[); Xseq=[); Mseq = [ModeRunning) ; % register of sequences 
Time=[O); X=[xNow); MN=[ModeRunning); % graphic presentation 
% 
% --- reset ancillary variables 
Q=O; FoM=zeros(l,2); 
tau=O; % absolute time 
Transit =0; % stay time at each mode 
% 
% --- main loop -------------------------------------------
while tau<Ts, 

% 
FNow = F{ModeRunning}; h =Step(ModeRunning); 
ModeMonitor =0; 
% 
while (ModeMonitor == O)&(tau<Ts), 

% increment time and state vector 
tau = tau+h; Transit = Transit+hj 
xNew = FNow*xNow; 

% verify mode evolution 
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[ModeNext,xNext] = CheckConstraints(xNew,ModeRunning.h,tau,cornp,param); 
if ModeNext -= ModeRunning, 

% register change in topology sequence -----
Tseq =[Tseq, Transit]; % register stay time previous topa 
Mseq =[Mseq, ModeNext] it. add new tapa to sequence 
Xseq =[Xseq, xNext] j % register begin state vector new topo 
% upgrade operation mode -------------------
ModeRunning =ModeNextj % get new topo 
Transit =OJ % start counting stay-time new topo 
ModeMonitor =lj % acknowledge new operation mode 

end 

% update figures of merit 
Q =Q + h*(xNow(3))-2; 
FoM(l) = FoM(l) +h*(xNow(1))-2; 
FoM(2) = FoM(2) +h*xNow(3); 

% energy in output capacitor 
% rms inductor current 
% average output voltage 

% store data aiming at presentation ------
if strcmp(show,'on'), 

Tirne=[Time,tau]j X=[X,xNext] j MN=[MN,ModeRunning] j 
end 

% next state 
xNow =xNextj 

end'l. while monitor -------------------------------
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end!' while tau --------------------------------------

%--- Finishing taucht ------------------------------
Tseq =[Tseq, Transit]; % register stay time last topology 
Xseq =[Xseq, xNowJ; % register final state vector 

!. --- Pass final results ---------------------------
xf = xNow; 
Q =(l/Ts)*Q; 
FoM =(l/Ts).*FoM; FoM(l)=sqrt(FoM(l»; 

% --- Show switching period ------------------------
if strcmp(show,'on'), 
subplot(4,l,l), plot(Time,X(l,:»;grid on; 
subplot(4,l,2), plot(Time,X(2,:»;grid on; 
subplot(4,l,3), plot(Time,X(3,:»;grid on; 
subplot(4,l,4), plot(Time,MN);grid on; pause(0.5); 
end 
%----------------------------------------------------
'l. 
%%% end StepByStep %%%%%%%%%1.%%%1.%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%% Local functions %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%% BuildStep %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%1.%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
'l. 
function [F,Step,TsJ = BuildStep(comp,parem), 

% Test parameters 
if nargin==O, 

'l. [ Lr, 
comp=[21. 7e-6, 
% [fs, 
param = [195e3, 

end 

Cr, Co, RoJ 
37.6e-9, le-6, 27J; 
nis] j 

250J; 
h=Ts/nis; 

%-------------------------------------------

% Basic parameters ------------------------

% 
% --- circuit parameters ---
Lr =comp(l); Cr =comp(2); Co =comp(3); Ro=comp(4); 
Cp =Co+Cr; 
Nsv=4j % nr. of (augmented) state variables 
% 
% --- time parameters ------
fs =param(l)j Ts =l/fsj % switching period 
h =Ts/param(2); % h=l/(fs*nis) 
'!. 
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%-----------------------------------------

% System matrices -----------------------
% 
% (a) classic format: 
% dx/dt = Ax +Bu with x =[iLr; uCr; uCoJ & u =[udJ 
A1s =[0 -1/Lr 0; 1/Cp -1/(Ro*Cp) 0; 1/Cp 0 -1/(Ro*Cp)J; 
B1s =[-1/Lr; 0; OJ; 
A2s =[0 -1/Lr 0; 1/Cr 0 0; 00 -1/(Ro*Co)J; 
A3s =[0 -1/Lr 0; 1/Cp -1/(Ro*Cp) 0; -1/Cp 0 -1/(Ro*Cp)J; 
%A4s =A3sj ASs =A2s; A6s =Als; 
B4s =[1/Lr; 0; OJ; 
Es =zeros(l,Nsv); 
% 
% (b) augmented system: 
% dx/dt = Ax with x =[iLr; nCr; nCo; ud] 
A1 =[A1s B1s; EsJ;% see Eq.(2.2) 
A2 =[A2s B1s; EsJ; 
A3 =[A3s B1s; EsJ; 
A4 =[A3s B4s; EsJ; 
A5 =[A2s B4s; EsJ; 
A6 =[A1s B4s; EsJ; 
% 
%-------------------------------------------------

%-------------------------------------------------
% Reset general cell structure 
N =6; % possible modes 
F =cell(1,N); Step=zeros(1,N); 
% 
F{1} 

F{2} 

F{3} 
F{4} 

F{5} 
F{6} 
% 

= 

= 

expm(A1. *h) ; 
expm(A2.*h); 
expm(A3.*h); 
expm(A4.*h); 
expm(A5.*h); 
expm(A6.*h); 

StepO) =h; 
Step(2) =h; 
Step(3) =h; 
Step (4) =h; 
Step(5) =h; 
Step(6) =h; 

XXXI. end BuildStep %%%%%%1.%1.%%%%%%1.%1.%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

XXI. ChooseMode %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
fUnction [ModeO,xO] =ChooseMode(xi,comp,param), 
% 
% --- circuit parameters ---
Lr =comp(1); Cr =comp(2); Co =comp(3); Ro=comp(4); 
Cp =Co+Crj 
% --- time parameters ------
fs =param(1); Ts =1/fs; % switching period 
% 
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% constraint vectors 
11 = [Co/Cp 0 Cr/(Ro*Cp) 0]; 
12 = [0 1 1 0]; 
13 = [0 -1 1 0]; 

'l. 
% Possible initial modes are: {i, 2, 3} 
'l. 
if abs(xi(2»<abs(xi(3»-0.5, 'l. luCri < luCol - tol, 

ModeO = 2; 
elseit 11*xi<O % iD<O 

ModeO 3; xi(2)=-xi(3); 
else 

ModeO = 1; xi(2)=xi(3); 
end 
% 
xO=xij 
% 
X%X end ChooseMode %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%XX CheckConstraints %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%/.%%%/.%%%%%% 
'l. 
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function [ModeNext,xNextJ = CheckConstraints(xNew,ModeRunning,h,tau,comp,param), 

% --- circuit parameters ---
Lr =comp(l); Cr =comp(2); Co =comp(3); Ro=comp(4); 
Cp =Co+Crj 
% --- time parameters ------
fs =param(l)j 15 =1/f5; % switching period 
'l. 
% constraint vectors 
11 [Co/Cp 0 Cr/(Ro*Cp) 0]; 
12 [0 1 1 0]; 
13 [0 -1 1 OJ; 

% half the switching period 
if (Ts/2 -tau)*(Ts/2 -tau +h)<=O, half =1; else half=O; end 

Yo check cross-over and correct state 
ModeNext =ModeRunningj % but ... 
switch ModeRunning, 
case 1 

if half, ModeNext =6; 

elseif 11*xNew<O, 

end 
case 2 

ModeNext =2; xNew(2)=(xNew(3)-0.5); 

if half, ModeNext =5; 
else if 12*xNew<O, 

ModeNext =3; xNew(2)=-xNew(3); 
else if 13*xNew<O, 
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ModeNext =1; xNew(2)= xNew(3); 
end 

case 3 
if half, ModeNext =4; 
else if (-ll*xNew)<O, 

ModeNext =2; xNew(2)=-(xNew(3)-O.5); 
end 

case 4 
if half, ModeNext =3; 
else if (-ll*xNew)<O, 

ModeNext =5; xNew(2)=-(xNew(3)-O.5); 
end 

case 5 
if half, ModeNext =2; 
elseif 12*xNew<O, 

ModeNext =4; xNew(2)=-xNew(3); 
else if 13*xNew<O, 

ModeNext =6; xNew(2)= xNew(3); 
end 

case 6 
if half, ModeNext =1; 
else if 11*xNew<O, 

ModeNext =5; xNew(2)=(xNew(3)-O.5); 
end 

end %switch 
% 
xNext = xNew; 
% 
'l.%% end CheckConstraints 'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.%%'l.%'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.%%'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 
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Appendix F 

Shooting on the basis of 
extrapolation 

For the sake of comparison, we suggest in the following another approach for 
finding the steady-state solution of (2.8) and (2.9). The method below does not 
require the numerical calculation of Jacobian matrices, being based on extrap
olation techniques for vector sequences [8J. 

Let's consider again the non-linear sampled-data system description as in 
(2.8) and (2.9), that is, 

X(tk+1) = f(x(t.), T k ) , 

C(X(tk), T k) = 0 . 

(F.I) 

(F.2) 

By moving (F.2) implicitly into (F.l), a more compact notation for the state 
recurrence can be written as 

x(k + 1) = F( x(k)) , (F.3) 

where x(k) == x(t.), etc .. Suppose also that the system is stable and that x· is 
a cyclic solution of (F.3), i.e, 

x· = F(x') . 

For small deviations e around x·, a linear approximation of (F.3) yields 

F(x' + e) '" x· + 'l!e , 

(F.4) 

(F.5) 

where'l! = 8F 18x, that is, 'l! denotes the Jacobian matrix of F evaluated at x' 
(see Appendix B). As a consequence, starting with some e(O) # 0, a sequence 
of deviations from the cyclic solution can be described from (F.3) and (F.5) as 

elk + 1) '" 'l!e(k) , (F.6) 

with elk) = x(k) - x' and k = 0, 1,··· 
It can be proven on the basis of z-transforms that for the recurrence in (F.6) 

holds 

lim elk) = lim (z - 1) [zI - 'l!J- 1 e(O) , 
k--+oo z-tl 

(F.7) 
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Hence, when the system is stable, which means limk->= elk) = 0, the matrix 
[I - -It] in (F.7) is necessarily non-singular. 

Finally, by introducing cycle-to-code differences d(k), where 

d(k) = x(k + 1) - x(k) , (F.8) 

we observe from the definitions above that 

d(k) "" [-It - I]e(k) . (F.9) 

Let n be the number of state variables in x(k), i.e., x(k) is a n x 1 vector. 
Starting with some arbitrary initial state, say x(O), let's construct the sequences 

x(O), x(I),· .. , x(n + 1) and d(O), d(I),·.· ,d(n) 

by means of n + 1 consecutive evaluations of (F.3) and (F.8). 
The next step is to find a vector w, with 

T w = [wo WI ... wn ] 

which is a solution of 

Dw = 0, where D = [d(O) d(l) ... d(n)] . 

(F.lD) 

(F.l1) 

It should be noted that D has n x (n + 1) entries and w has n + 1 coefficients. 
Therefore, the system of linear equations in (F.11) is over-determined. That 
means) a solution for w with L~=o Wk i- 0 always exists. 

It is now possible to deduce from (F .6) and (F.11) that 

n 

2: Wk (x' + elk)) 
k=O 

= (~Wk)x'+~wke(k) 

"" (~Wk) x' + [-It - 1]-1 ~ Wkd(k) 

"" (t Wk) x· + [-It - Ir1 
Dw 

k=O 

"" (~Wk) x'. 

Accordingly, an approximation of x· is found from (F.12) as 

x
a = (~Wk r1 

~ wkx(k) . 

(F.12) 

(F.13) 

We can then restart the process by taking x(O) = xa and if we repeat this 
again and again, a sequence that will converge quickly to x* will result. 
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